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 TransUnion Launches Open Banking Early Adopter Program  

 TransUnion’s Prama Helps Lenders to Gain Upper Hand by Utilizing 

State of the Art Analytics Ecosystem 
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Crime 

 Understanding Credit: CIBI INFORMATION INC. on CNN Philippines 
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Industry News: 

 VeriSign Q3 2018 Revenue Up 4.6% 

 Verisk Announced Acquisition of Rulebook 

 FICO Awarded Five New Patents for Fraud, AI and Decision Science 

 GBG Enters the USA with the Acquisition of Atlanta-based IDology 

Credit Bureau News: 

 700Credit Launches Synthetic Fraud Solution to Detect False Identities 

and Alert Dealers of Potential Risks 

 Equifax Appoints Sid Singh President US Information Solutions (USIS 

 TransUnion Hired Abhi Dhar as Executive Vice President 

 Equifax Introduces Soft Credit Inquiry Checks for Tenant Screening 
 Creditreform Boniversum: More Than a Credit Check - Solutions for 

"Future of Commerce" 

BIIA 2019 Biennial Conference, Bangkok, Thailand 

October 30th - November 1st 2019 
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

The Biggest International Cybercrime Offenders 

Cyber criminals at the top level are as technologically sophisticated as the 

most advanced IT companies and like them, have moved quickly to adopt 

cloud computing, artificial intelligence, Software-as-a-Service and encryption.  

Cybercrime remains far too easy, since many technology users fail to take the most 

basic protective measures, and many technology products lack adequate defenses.  

Cybercrime also leads in the risk-to-payoff ratio. It is a low risk crime that provides 

high payoffs. A smart cyber-criminal can make hundreds of thousands, even millions 

of dollars with almost no chance of arrest or jail.  

Criminal activity on the internet is much broader than cybercrime as essentially all elements of human criminal 

activity have moved into cyberspace. A senior British official reported, for example, that half of all reported crime in 

the UK is cyber-related.  

Over the last 20 years, we have seen cybercrime become professionalized and sophisticated. Cybercrime is a 

business with flourishing markets offering a range of tools and services for the criminally inclined.  

The most important area for the cost of cybercrime is in the theft of intellectual property and business confidential 

information. Internet connectivity has opened a vast terrain for cybercrime, and IP theft goes well beyond traditional 

areas of interest to governments, such as military technologies. One way to measure the cost of intellectual property 

theft is to look for competing products that take market share from the rightful owners. If hackers steal intellectual 

property, such as product designs, from a small or medium-size enterprise, it can be a fatal experience.  

For big companies, it can be an unexpected source of revenue lost as competing products enter the market. The 

theft of intellectual property accounts for at least a quarter of the cost of cybercrime and, when it involves military 

technology, creates risks to national security as well.  

These losses can often be invisible to the victim. They still have access to the IP that has been copied by the 

criminals and may attribute a decline in revenue to growing competition rather than theft. As much as $600 Billion is 

lost annually to cyber-crime as attackers are becoming increasingly sophisticated in their approach, adopting new 

technologies and leveraging black markets and digital currencies.  

A few countries, however, stand out as the most active sources of attacks in cyberspace. According to a 

Report produced by the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), a think tank based in 

Washington, 2018 was an active year for cyberattacks, with more than 100 significant incidents occurring in 

the past year.  

Looking at publicly available data on cyber-espionage and warfare but excluding cybercrime, the CSIS study reveals 

that China and Russia have been the largest source of attacks in cyberspace since 2006. In December of 2018 

alone, four major incidents were reported involving China, while three involved Russia. 

 From 2006 to 2018, China was involved in 108 cyber incidents with losses of more than $1 million each, 

compromising communications across Europe, conducting cyber-espionage spying on 12 countries and 

stealing information from hundreds of millions of customers of a US hotel chain, according to the CSIS 

report.    To be continued next page 
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 
The Biggest International Cybercrime Offenders (continued from previous page) 

 Russia has been responsible for 98 major cyber incidents since 2006 with losses of more than $1 million 

each, the CSIS report said, and is accused of hacking Ukraine's government, NATO operations, the 

Czech security service and the German Parliament.  

The CSIS report examined data on China, North Korea, Iran, India, Russia, the UK, the US, Germany, Australia, 

Japan, South Korea, Ukraine, Israel and France, with the rest of the world listed as a separate category.  

The study named the rest of the world as the third-worst offender, with 67 incidents. Next in the ranking came Iran 

with 44 incidents, and North Korea with 38. India was listed as guilty of 16 important cyber incidents from 2006 to 

2018, while the US was accused of nine.  

Just two countries were identified as having not been the source of cyber-attacks in the past 12 years: Japan and 

Australia. 

"Cyber-attacks are a global-phenomena, and it's only growing." says Kurt Baumgartner, principal security researcher 

in the Global Research and Analysis Team at Kaspersky Lab.  

"There are hot spots in the world that both source cyber activity and attract that activity, and (this) is only growing to 

the point that more and more nations are budgeting offensive cyber-security operations." 

The CSIS report found the "rest of world" category was the victim of no fewer than 165 incidents from 2006 to 2018, 

while US government agencies, defense and tech companies, and other entities were the target of 117 cyberattacks 

with losses of more than $1 million each. There have been 35 major cyber incidents targeting India and 34 targeting 

South Korea. China was attacked 25 times in major cyber incidents from 2006 to 2018, according to the report, 

including one involving an Indian group hacking Chinese government agencies and research institutions.  

The United Kingdom also reported 25 important cyberattacks, including one reported in May 2018 that had targeted its 

electric utility networks since 2017. In Israel, 24 important cyberattacks have occurred since 2006.  Ukraine saw 23.  

Russia was the victim 16 major cyberattacks in the past 12 years, the report said, with that figure including an attack 

by a state-sponsored Middle Eastern hacking group that targeted a Russian oil company with operations in Pakistan, 

Russia, Saudi Arabia, Turkey and North America. 

Experts warn that regardless of the type, cyberattacks come at a great cost economically and in public regard. 

Organizations that expose users to such attacks are more likely to lose their customer's trust, while cyber-crimes may 

also deter those interested in investing in new technologies.   Source: Cyber Security Intelligence 

BIIA 2019 Biennial Conference:  Oct. 30th to Nov. 01st, 2019 Bangkok, Thailand 

Call for Papers and Conference Ideas:  We are inviting members to 

participate in the program development.  We are looking for ideas, speakers 

and sponsors:  Please visit our events page.  It has been updated. 

IFC’s SME Finance Forum, Forrester Research and the International Credit 

Insurance and Surety Association (ICISA) are supporting our conference. 
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

TransUnion Q4 2018 Revenue Up 22%; Full Year Up 20% Boyed by Acquisitions – 

Organic Growth 12% 

Total revenue for the 4
th

 quarter was $613 million, an 

increase of 21 percent compared with the fourth quarter of 

2017 (22 percent on a constant currency basis, 11 percent 

on an organic constant currency basis).  

Adjusted revenue, which removes the impact of deferred 

revenue purchase accounting reductions and other 

adjustments to revenue for our recently acquired entities, 

was $624 million for the quarter, an increase of 23 percent 

compared with the fourth quarter of 2017 (25 percent on a 

constant currency basis, 11 percent on an organic 

constant currency basis). 

Full Year 2018 Results Total revenue for the year was 

$2,317 million, an increase of 20 percent compared with 

2017 (20 percent on a constant currency basis, 12 percent 

on an organic constant currency basis).  

Adjusted Revenue was $2,345 million for the year, an increase of 21 percent compared with 2017 (22 percent on a 

constant currency basis, 12 percent on an organic constant currency basis). Acquisitions accounted for an 8 percent 

increase in revenue and a 9 percent increase in Adjusted Revenue. Net income attributable to TransUnion was $277 

million for the year, a decrease of 37% on an as reported and constant currency basis, compared with 2017.  

Diluted earnings per share was $1.45 for the year, compared with $2.32 in 2017. Our 2017 net income attributable to 

TransUnion and diluted earnings per share were significantly impacted by estimated tax provision benefits from the 

Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. Adjusted Net Income was $477 million, compared with $356 million in 2017. Adjusted Diluted 

Earnings per Share was $2.50 for the year, compared with $1.87 in 2017. Adjusted EBITDA for the year was $917 

million, an increase of 23 percent compared with 2017 (23 percent on a constant currency basis). Adjusted EBITDA 

margin for the year was 39.1 percent, compared with 38.7 percent in 2017.   

New Segment Disclosures:  Over the past few years, we have completed a significant number of acquisitions that 

have transformed our business. We have also developed a significant number of new product offerings that have 

further diversified our portfolio of businesses.  As a result of the evolution of our business, we have changed the 

disaggregated revenue and our measure of segment profit (Adjusted EBITDA) information that we provide to our chief 

operating decision makers (our “CODM”) to better align with how we manage the business.  

Accordingly, our disclosures around the disaggregation of our revenue and the measure of segment profit have been 

recast for all periods presented in this earnings release and supporting schedules to conform to the information used 

by our CODM. We have not changed our reportable segments and these changes do not impact our consolidated 

results. For supplemental information, refer to our investor relations website, www.transunion.com/tru, where we have 

posted a schedule that shows this new basis of accounting for each quarter of 2018 and for the full years of 2016, 

2017 and 2018.  Source: TransUnion Earnings Release 
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

TransUnion UK Announces Sale of Process Benchmarking (PBL) to Management  

TransUnion has announced the sale of Process Benchmarking Limited (PBL) 

to its current leadership team, led by managing director Andy Lloyd. 

All PBL colleagues will transfer with the sale and will remain based in 

Chislehurst, Kent. PBL will continue to provide its successful benchmarking 

services to businesses, without any disruption. 

“We are pleased to agree this deal whereby PBL can continue operating as it 

does at present, delivering trusted and robust insight to clients,” said Mike Gordon, CEO of TransUnion (formerly 

Callcredit). 

“As we integrate into TransUnion’s global operating model and align our services to fit our strategic growth plan, PBL 

is no longer part of our core offering. Under the ownership of its existing leadership team, we’re confident PBL will 

flourish and continue to provide valuable insight to the UK market.” 

Andy Lloyd, managing director of PBL commented: “Process Benchmarking Ltd has been providing reliable insight for 

24 years, and has enjoyed great success in the last eight whilst part of TransUnion (formerly Callcredit). We know 

from our clients’ feedback how much they value our service and believe that our benchmarking is best delivered by an 

independent company. We therefore look forward to this next step in our business story, cementing that 

independence and continuing to evolve the service for the benefit of our clients.”  Source: TransUnion Press 

Release  

Infogroup vs Vinod Gupta and DatabaseUSA:  Federal Court Upholds Judgment in 
Favor of Infogroup – DatabaseUSA Files Chapter11 

The Federal Court affirmed the judgment against Vinod Gupta and DatabaseUSA, 

in a highly favorable outcome for Infogroup. In its amended judgment, the Court 

awarded Infogroup, a leading provider of data and multichannel marketing 

solutions, $21.2 million in total damages as well as attorney fees and costs, 

including $10.4 million for which Gupta is personally liable. The Court also permanently enjoined Gupta and 

DatabaseUSA from improperly using Infogroup's tradenames, from making false advertising statements and from 

participating in future unfair competitive practices. Finally, the Court ordered Gupta and DatabaseUSA to preserve 

their financial records and to refrain from transferring their assets outside of the ordinary course of business, until the 

judgment is paid in full. 

As such, the Court upheld the earlier jury verdicts that Gupta and DatabaseUSA violated various federal laws and 

contractual obligations, including the infringements of Infogroup's copyrighted business database and its registered 

trademarks. The Court went further to find that the misconduct of Gupta and DatabaseUSA presented an "exceptional 

case" in which they intentionally destroyed key evidence and willfully and deliberately violated of federal laws. "We are 

pleased that justice has been achieved, and the competitors that violated the rules have been held responsible," 

explained Greg Scaglione, lead trial counsel for Infogroup. 

Not surprisingly DatabaseUSA filed Chapter11 following the latest victory for Infogroup.  It may be doubtful 

that Infogroup will ever collect.   Source: Infogroup 
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

Equifax Receives Utility Patent for Innovative NeuroDecision® Technology 

Patent recognizes proprietary machine learning credit scoring methodology 

Equifax Inc. (NYSE: EFX) has received a utility patent (Patent Number 10133980) for its proprietary and 

innovative NeuroDecision® Technology from the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office.   

NeuroDecision is the first machine learning credit scoring methodology reviewed by regulators and credit scoring 

experts. NeuroDecision develops an explainable neural network model that improves performance and accuracy, 

which gives customers the ability to make more informed business decisions when assessing risk. The innovative 

technology was first introduced to Equifax customers in March and is in market today. 

The NeuroDecision Technology Difference: In the past, the fundamental challenge in using neural networks for 

credit scoring has been the ability to explain the basis for an outcome, which is a necessary regulatory requirement. 

Through NeuroDecision, the models developed for credit scoring yield increased performance and flexibility, while 

also being explainable, predictive and stable over time.  

This unique process is interpretable to customers and regulators, enables a deeper understanding of consumer 

behavior and is applicable and deployable wherever traditional scorecards are appropriate. 

Equifax is currently using NeuroDecision in configurable solutions for customers using the Equifax Ignite® 

environment. Equifax Ignite is a portfolio of premier data and advanced analytics solutions that supports the full 

analytical life cycle – from data access and transparency to visualization and deployment – using a single, connected 

suite of advanced analytical processes, technology and tools. NeuroDecision is also currently deployed in commercial 

and consumer risk models. The company's data scientists have deployed NeuroDecision around the globe in auto, 

communications, utilities and mortgage risk models. 

Consistent Innovation in Data & Analytics: Scientists in the global Equifax Data & Analytics Lab are leading the 

development of new innovations in predictive analytics, machine learning and 

explainable artificial intelligence.  

The company recently launched Equifax Ignite™ + InterConnect®, an 

enhanced solution that creates an integrated experience helping Equifax customers 

make smarter, faster decisions with unique data. Other recent innovations include 

Peak Attributes and Advanced Model Engine. From machine learning to natural 

language processing, Equifax is exploring how to harness these techniques in order 

to improve lending decisions, bring new consumers into credit markets, and help 

lenders identify fraudulent activity.   Source: Equifax Press Release 

BIIA 2019 Biennial Conference Update: Sponsors 

For sponsorship opportunities please consult the BIIA 2019 events page.     

We thank our Diamond  Sponsors for their support! 
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MEMBER NEWS 
 

TransUnion Launches Open Banking Early Adopter Program 

TransUnion has launched an Open Banking early adopter programme after receiving permission to operate as 

an Account Information Services Provider (AISP) from the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). 

Following extensive testing and consultation with a range of clients across a number of industry sectors, TransUnion 

Open Banking offers an end-to-end Open Banking service, specifically designed to assess income and expenditure, 

affordability and creditworthiness. The new service combines all of the elements required for clients to access and 

utilise the UK’s new Open Banking initiative, and provides consumers with a trusted route to realise the power of their 

own financial data. 

An easily-integrated solution:  TransUnion Open Banking has been designed to enable greater engagement of 

consumers and more informed lending decisions. The API-driven, specially built categorisation and insight engine is a 

one-stop-shop Open Banking solution and includes: 

 Screen flow – End-to-end screen process that takes the consumer through the required consent 

notifications, authentication and authorisation process with their bank 

 API hub – Connection to the consumer’s bank to retrieve the transactional information that has been 

consented 

 Categorisation & Open Banking Report – Consented data is categorised and an Open Banking Report 

(OBR) with over 2,000 predictive credit and affordability characteristics generated 

 Data delivery – Data is sent back to the client via API or via TransUnion Decisioning Platforms. The data is 

then used to inform customer interactions 

Will North, core credit director for TransUnion explains: “We’ve developed a service that can be easily deployed 

across any existing infrastructure, whereby clients can select the elements they require with minimal need for 

integration. 

“There has been a lot of noise about Open Banking but many in the market have been left wondering what to do, 

either unable to make the necessary investment needed for an in-house solution or unsure of what benefits it can truly 

bring. One of these benefits for businesses is enhanced data and insight, so this is more relevant than ever in light of 

the FCA’s new rules on affordability assessments, which came into effect on 1
st
 November 2018.”  “We’ve already 

tested a number of use cases with multiple businesses, including leading financial services providers, and are now 

launching an early adopter programme which means clients and their customers can benefit almost immediately. 

“In the property sector, for example, we’ve been working with businesses that are keen to use Open Banking for 

tenant vetting, by identifying income and expenditure, employer information and rent recognition, and helping ensure a 

smoother application process for prospective tenants. The visibility of rental payments can also assist lenders when 

assessing mortgage applications for first-time buyers that are keen to utilise their rental payment history to help 

demonstrate affordability.” 

TransUnion Open Banking uses specially built proprietary technology and enables data to be classified into 20 macro 

groups and more than 175 sub-categories through the categorisation engine. Categorised data is then processed 

through a number of analytical models which focus on salary, expenditure, affordability and creditworthiness. These 

models will be tailored for different sectors and requirements to help ensure relevance and accuracy, and are being 

developed to complement TransUnion’s existing affordability and credit products.  Source: TransUnion  
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MEMBER NEWS 
 

TransUnion’s Prama Helps Lenders to Gain Upper Hand by Utilizing State of the Art 

Analytics Ecosystem 

As Market Evolves and Pressures Mount, many Businesses Turning to TransUnion’s Prama 

Businesses today are operating in an environment of heightened data security, consumer privacy and macroeconomic 

concerns. Many IT and analytics resources have been redeployed, even if temporarily, to support other internal 

initiatives, sometimes delaying projects that are needed to drive business growth objectives.  To ease the strain 

caused by these competing factors, many businesses have turned to on-demand data visualization and analytic 

capabilities such as TransUnion’s (NYSE: TRU) Prama
SM

. Prama is the industry’s first seamless and secure 

environment that is purpose built to turn data into insights and enable real-time integrated action.  

First unveiled in early 2016, Prama allows financial institutions to quickly analyze 

customer performance and benchmark that performance against the industry and their 

peers. These insights, coupled with access to raw tradeline data for additional 

analysis, can help identify opportunities for portfolio growth while still balancing risk.  

Prama continues to expand and provide businesses with a streamlined and integrated 

ecosystem to connect insights, data, solution development and production deployment 

together to answer questions and deploy strategies in days – much faster than traditional processes. To serve its 

clients, TransUnion has amassed 30+ petabytes of data, comprised of 1 billion consumer files and 500 million credit 

histories from 90,000 data sources. As such, TransUnion is a trusted expert at handling varied data assets, vetting 

their value and linking them to an individual to create an unparalleled and comprehensive consumer identity. 

Investment in TransUnion’s next generation micro-services architecture continues to be the foundation for this highly 

scalable, cloud-based analytics environment. 

Key Prama modules within the integrated ecosystem that offer self-service access to the full file of depersonalized 

consumer credit data include: 

Prama Market Insights:  Quickly identifies fluctuations in credit behavior and allows organizations to see how existing 

strategies compare against the industry. It also identifies market trends by product, lender type and geography on a 

quarterly basis for origination volumes, risk distribution and credit performance. 

Prama Vintage Analysis:  Segments portfolios to assess risk and understand how vintages compare to peers and 

the industry. It explores key delinquency metrics to easily evaluate a portfolio and adjust risk strategies. 

Prama Benchmarking:  Helps businesses understand customer behavior and tap market intelligence on prospects 

served by peers. It leverages insights within relevant lender segments to uncover opportunities to expand portfolios 

across the auto, credit card, mortgage and personal loan industries. 

Prama Data Extract:  Allows financial institutions to link their input files to TransUnion credit archives, including 

industry-leading CreditVision scores and models, and easily query and extract this data for use in their own analytical 

environment, with their preferred toolkit. 

For clients that use TransUnion’s self-service DecisionEdge® Business Rules Management Portal, strategy changes 

identified through Prama analysis can be quickly simulated and deployed to production. To learn more about 

TransUnion’s Prama modules, please click here.  Source: Globenewswire.com  
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MEMBER NEWS 
 

TruNarrative and ArchOver Announce Partnership to Combat Financial Crime 

ArchOver, a leading provider of P2P business lending, has chosen to work with TruNarrative, a provider of financial 

crime prevention and identity management services.  Founded in 2014, ArchOver is at the forefront of innovative 

finance; they provide working capital loans to UK businesses from £100k to £15million and are approaching £100 

million in lending. Operating a Peer-to-Peer model, ArchOver connects businesses to capital, offering returns to 

investors of up to 10% p.a. 

The partnership gives ArchOver a full suite of customer on-boarding and eKYC services allowing them to identify and 

verify both borrowers and investors.  TruNarrative delivers a cost-and time-efficient anti-money laundering solution.  

Customers are checked on application and then monitored through the customer lifecycle, eliminating the need for 

expensive and inefficient periodic batches. 

Using the TruNarrative journey builder, ArchOver can now build product-specific customer journeys for investors and 

borrowers. The system allows for the quick code-free addition of new data sources delivered via the TruNarrative App 

store.  TruNarrative is continuing to work closely with ArchOver to develop their customer onboarding strategy and 

drive the key goals of reducing false positives at application, maintaining a robust and compliant customer journey, 

and lowering customer friction. 

Innovation is at the core of both ArchOver and TruNarrative’s approach.  We are proud to facilitate business’ access 

to the funding they need and investors’ access to secure and lucrative investment products. Together we have built a 

compliant, auditable and secure process, which we believe contributes to overall confidence in the growing P2P 

sector.  Unifying these services allows Oakbrook to fine tune their customer on-boarding process to reduce false 

positives and their overall referral queue, whilst improving risk detection, reporting and management visibility. 

The TruNarrative Platform enables the building of bespoke journeys and rules around the data sources in the 

TruNarrative App Store.  Additionally, Oakbrook can now easily waterfall together multiple IDV providers into a single 

customer journey. This increases customer acquisition rates and reduces the amount of manual referrals requiring 

investigation.  

John Lord, CEO of TruNarrative said, “ArchOver is a great partner in a growing innovative sector. The SME market 

they serve is a sector I know well, and they definitely deserve the success they have seen in the last few years”.  Ian 

Anderson, COO of ArchOver added, “TruNarrative has an ideal solution for us; we have been very impressed with the 

solution and more so with the ongoing innovation we have seen since we started using it”.   Source: TruNarrative 

Press Release  

Understanding Credit: CIBI INFORMATION INC. on CNN Philippines 

Marlo R. Cruz, President and CEO of CIBI Information Inc. appeared on a CNN Philippines 

feature entitled Understanding Credit last February 6, 2019 that was shown on several TV 

programs such as New Day, Newsroom Ngayon, Balitaan, News Night, and Newsroom. 

The feature aims to educate every Juan dela Cruz about the importance and benefits of 

having access to better credit facilities through credit scoring and risk rating. 

To listen to the news program please click on this link     Source: CIBI Information Inc. 
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MEMBER NEWS 
 

Refinitiv Joins UN Task Force as a Data Partner to Ensure Digital Financing Efforts 

Support Sustainable Development Goals 

Building on its commitment to drive positive change through its data and insight, Refinitiv has announced that it has 

joined the UN’s Task Force on Digital Financing consisting of leaders from a range of sectors from both developed 

and developing countries. The global task force is charged with recommending strategies to harness the potential of 

financial technology that advances the Sustainable Development Goals. 

The Task Force met in Davos at the World Economic Forum (WEF) and is expected to present its preliminary report of 

recommendations to the Secretary-General in September. 

Refinitiv provides over 40,000 customers with over 40 billion market updates daily in over 190 countries, enabling 

them to make better informed decisions. By mid-Jan 2019, Refinitiv had already collected, processed and distributed 

nearly 500 billion data points.  

According to the UN, organizations collectively spend billions trying to prevent financial crime. Corruption, bribery, 

theft and tax evasion cost some US $1.26 trillion for developing countries per year; this amount of money could be 

used to lift those who are living on less than $1.25 a day above $1.25 for at least six years. The estimated amount of 

money laundered globally from financial crimes such as human trafficking, bribery and fraud in one year is 2 - 5% of 

global GDP, or $800 billion - $2 trillion in current US dollars.  

Refinitiv has tools, World-Check, that assist businesses with fulfilling their 

Know Your Customer (KYC) due diligence screening obligations. World-

Check Risk intelligence covers over 64 categories of risk including risk 

associated with environmental and wildlife crimes and with social risks such 

as child Labour and human trafficking. It is critical for businesses to have 

insight into who they are doing business with in order to disrupt dirty money 

from illicit acts being funneled back into the financial system. 

Refinitiv has pledged support for UN sustainable development goals and 

committed to continuously lighten its environmental footprint to achieve 

carbon neutrality by end of 2020. Refinitiv expects to be powered by 100% 

renewable energy by end of 2020 and is committed to reducing annual carbon emissions every year by an average of 

10% over the next five years, becoming a more sustainable business longer term. 

Refinitiv is a signatory to the Women in Finance Charter and is committed to putting sustainability at the core of its 

product offering, as demonstrated by its Diversity & Inclusion Index which ranks the top 100 most diverse and 

inclusive organizations globally and was used to create the financial industry’s first Inclusion & Diversity ETF fund in 

partnership with Blackrock. 

Refinitiv has been serving the financial industry with ESG data and solutions for over 15 years and offers one of the 

richest ESG databases in the industry – a fully transparent resource that is trusted by investors and corporates to 

drive positive impact and provide comprehensive analysis. As members of the UN Global Compact, Refinitiv is part of 

a community of 9,000+ businesses across 135 countries that are committed to operating with responsible business 

practices at its core.  Source: Refinitiv Press Release  
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

VeriSign Q3 2018 Revenue Up 4.6% 

VeriSign, Inc. and subsidiaries (“Verisign”) reported revenue of $306 million for the third quarter of 2018, up 4.6 

percent from the same quarter in 2017. Verisign reported net income of $138 million and diluted earnings per share 

(diluted “EPS”) of $1.13 for the third quarter of 2018, compared to net income of $115 million and diluted EPS of 

$0.93 for the same quarter in 2017. The operating margin was 63.8 percent for the third quarter of 2018 compared to 

61.9 percent for the same quarter in 2017. 

On Oct. 24, 2018, Verisign entered into an agreement with NeuStar, Inc. (“Neustar”) to sell the rights, 

economic benefits, and obligations, in all customer contracts related to its Security Services business.  The 

transaction includes the sale of customer agreements related to Verisign’s Distributed Denial of Service 

Protection, Managed Domain Name System (“DNS”), DNS Firewall, and Recursive DNS services.  

Verisign will retain its proprietary technology, network assets, critical infrastructure, software, and public DNS service 

to focus solely on supporting Verisign’s core mission: ensuring the security, stability, and resiliency of our core 

infrastructure. As part of the transaction, Verisign will continue to support the Security Services customers during the 

transition to Neustar, pursuant to a transition services agreement that is expected to be executed at closing. The 

transaction is subject to customary regulatory approval and is expected to close shortly following the receipt of such 

approval. The purchase price, subject to a cap of $120 million, consists of a payment of $50 million, due at the time 

of closing, plus an additional contingent amount, due after the first anniversary of closing. The additional contingent 

amount, which cannot be negative, is based upon, among other things, the successful transition of customers to 

Neustar during the 12-month period following closing. 

Financial Highlights 

 Verisign ended the third quarter with cash, cash equivalents and marketable securities of $1.18 billion, a 

decrease of $1.24 billion from year-end 2017. 

 Cash flow from operating activities was $187 million for the third quarter of 2018, compared with $175 million 

for the same quarter in 2017. 

 Deferred revenues on Sept. 30, 2018, totalled $1.02 billion, an increase of $25 million from year-end 2017. 

 During the third quarter, Verisign repurchased 1.1 million shares of its common stock for $175 million. At 

Sept. 30, 2018, $638 million remained available and authorized under the current share repurchase program 

which has no expiration. 

Business Highlights 

 Verisign ended the third quarter with 151.7 million .com and .net domain name registrations in the domain 

name base, a 4.0 percent increase from the end of the third quarter of 2017, and a net increase of 1.99 million 

during the third quarter of 2018. 

 In the third quarter, Verisign processed 9.5 million new domain name registrations for .com and .net, compared 

to 8.9 million for the same quarter in 2017. 

 The final .com and .net renewal rate for the second quarter of 2018 was 75.0 percent compared with 74.0 

percent for the same quarter in 2017. Renewal rates are not fully measurable until 45 days after the end of the 

quarter. 

Source: Verisign Earnings Release  
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

Verisk Announced Acquisition of Rulebook 

Verisk (VRSK) announced it has agreed to acquire Rulebook for $87 million in an all-cash deal. Rulebook has 

developed a proprietary pricing engine to assist firms in specialty insurance underwriting and broking transaction 

markets.  London-based Rulebook was founded in 2002 and has developed software that increases pricing visibility 

for insurance and broking companies primarily operating in the London Insurance Market.  Management is headed 

by Managing Director Andy Galli, who was previously co-founder of Moore Stephens Consulting which developed 

RuleBook and at Lloyd’s of London. 

RuleBook’s primary offerings enable users to access information from any device. They can configure pricing rules 

and distribute the results to underwriters and brokers in real-time.  In addition, the system suggests selling 

opportunities and provides a range of reporting capabilities. According to a 2017 QYResearch Group market 

research report, the global insurance rating software market is expected to reach $574 million by 2022. 

This represents a CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) of 9.27% between 2016 and 2022.  Verisk is acquiring 

RuleBook to enhance its offerings in specialty insurance markets and will combine RuleBook with its Sequel 

business unit, which it acquired in 2017 for $323 million.  Source: Rulebook 

FICO Awarded Five New Patents for Fraud, AI and Decision Science 

FICO has been awarded five new patents related to fraud, artificial intelligence (AI) and advanced 

analytics.  In total, FICO currently holds 192 US and foreign patents, and 93 pending patent applications. 

Two of the patents are for groundbreaking analytic technology used by FICO's industry-

leading FICO
®
 Falcon

®
Platform for fraud management: 

 "Detection of Compromise of Merchants, ATMS, and Networks" relates to the generation of compromise profiles for 

financial accounts based on reported fraud data of a payment account and merchant device. These compromise profiles 

accelerate detection of fraud. 

 "Card Fraud Detection Utilizing Real-Time Identification of Merchant Test Sites" covers a system and method for 

detecting when criminals are "testing" compromised cards, by using real-time merchant profiles and specialized scoring 

models. 

FICO inventors also received three patents related to analytics and decision management: 

 "Efficiently Representing Complex Score Models" transforms predictive models into a software program for deployment in 

a rules engine, helping IT departments solve the problem of operationalizing analytics. This technology is integrated 

in FICO
®
 Blaze Advisor

®
 decision rules management system, part of the FICO

®
Decision Management Suite. 

 "Automatic Modeling Farmer" covers an AI system that automatically develops and evaluates a large number of possible 

predictive models in order to produce optimal models. This is a streamlined modeling process to enable quick 

development of large-scale models using Big Data, and is used by FICO data scientists to identify candidate data sources 

with the most predictive promise. 

 "Systems and Methods to Improve Decision Management Project Testing" is an invention that visualizes the validation 

status of components of an executable decision management project, which improves project testing. This technology is 

integrated in FICO
®
 Origination Manager. 

Source: FICO Press Release 
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INDUSTRY NEWS  
 

GBG Enters the USA with the Acquisition of Atlanta-based IDology 

The acquisition will expand GBG’s global identity verification and fraud prevention capability in a key growth 

market 

 IDology provides GBG with a strong foothold for 

Identity Verification and Fraud Prevention in North 

America, a key growth region for the company. 

 The acquisition will strengthen GBG’s product 

portfolio and enhance its world-class customer 

experience, while delivering unbeatable regulatory 

compliance. 

 A strong cultural alignment based on an established 

commercial partnership. 

GBG, the UK-headquartered Identity Data Intelligence 

specialist, has announced that it has conditionally agreed to acquire the entire issued share capital of IDology, a 

US-based provider of identity verification and fraud prevention services, for a total consideration of £233m ($300m) 

in an all-cash transaction. 

IDology is a fast-growing provider of identity verification services that helps remove friction both in onboarding 

customers and in the detection of fraud. Its market-leading US identity verification and fraud prevention services, led 

by its ExpectID product range, are the perfect strategic complement to GBG’s identity verification solutions. 

Over the course of 2018, IDology delivered revenues of $38.2m at a CAGR of 16%, and EBITDA of $16.3 million. 

The company will retain its entire senior management team and the employee base of IDology will join GBG. 

GBG has seen strong growth in the US market. Its existing US identity business has grown organically with 

customers across technology, payments and retail verticals. Meanwhile Loqate, its location intelligence solution, has 

offices in New York City and San Francisco and has seen high demand from household names like Abercrombie and 

Fitch, Oracle and Nordstrom.  The acquisition will strengthen GBG’s broader portfolio and enhance the business’ 

product capability and customer reach. 

GBG and IDology already have a history of working together in partnership and share a similar culture with a strong 

emphasis on people and talent.  IDology’s US customer base currently accounts for 99% of its revenue, which will 

provide GBG with geographic scale and help to position GBG as a global leader in electronic identification 

verification. 

About:  IDology is the trusted leader in digital identity verification and authentication. Since 2003, IDology has 

provided innovative identity solutions combined with fraud prevention tools for organizations operating in a digital 

environment. The IDology platform’s real-time consortium network monitors and stops fraudulent activity while also 

driving revenue, decreasing costs, and meeting compliance regulations for companies across multiple industries.  

Today, the US Identity Verification market is valued at $1.5bn*, with a predicted CAGR to 2022 between 7 – 

14%.  GBG’s acquisition of IDology will provide the combined business with the critical mass to improve its 

customer offer, operational efficiency and deliver scale in a key target market.   Source: GBG Press Release  
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CREDIT BUREAU NEWS 
 

700Credit Launches Synthetic Fraud Solution to Detect False Identities and Alert 

Dealers of Potential Risks 

700Credit, LLC, the automotive industry’s leading provider of credit 

reports, compliance solutions, prescreen and consumer pre-qualification 

products and services, today announced an innovative new solution built 

to identify and combat synthetic fraud using a suite of synthetic identity 

detection rules to prevent criminals from continuing to hide behind false 

identities. 

Synthetic ID is an emerging form of fraud, like ID theft. Our Synthetic 

Fraud detection solution is one of many defensive tools available to 

accurately detect potential threats that could not be spotted with 

traditional verification methods. Early detection enhances the loan 

origination process, “pushing out” threats early, streamlining the funding process. 

When it comes to synthetic identity fraud, knowing there is a problem is only half the battle. Detecting it is challenging 

because fraudsters take the time to develop their synthetic identity to mirror a real person. “Our solution includes a 

combination of a high-risk fraud score along with synthetic identity rules to find false identities that alert dealers of 

potential risks,” said Ken Hill, Managing Director of 700Credit. “Our model complies with the Fair Credit Reporting Act 

(FCRA) and returns a risk score with factors to help determine if a new customer application is likely associated with 

a synthetic identity.” 

Using proprietary logic and unique combinations of available data the high-risk fraud score looks at a consumer’s 

credit behavior and credit relationships over time to uncover hard to detect risk. 

To address a synthetic identity fraud challenge that extends beyond specific credit behavior and relationships, 

700Credit offers synthetic identity detection rules consisting of 30 conditions that evaluate a broad selection of 

consumer behaviors. When they occur in specific combinations, these behaviors indicate a higher probability of 

synthetic identity fraud.  The Synthetic Fraud solution is available as an add-on to the 700Credit Red Flag Summary 

product. For more information, contact: 866-273-3848. 

In a further announcement 700Credit now offers VantageScore® to credit report customers in partnership 

with TransUnion® 

700 Credit, LLC, the automotive industry’s leading provider of credit reports, compliance solutions, prescreen and 

consumer pre-qualification products and services, announced a 45-day pilot providing free TransUnion 

VantageScores for all current credit report clients. 

About:  700Credit is the automotive industry’s leading provider of credit reports, compliance products and prescreen 

services. The company’s product and service offerings include: credit reports, dealer-facing prescreen and 

consumer-facing pre-qualification platforms, OFAC compliance, Red Flag solutions, score disclosure notices, 

adverse action notices and more. 700Credit’s goal is to provide its clients with the highest quality data in a compliant 

framework in the most efficient manner possible. For more information about 700Credit, 

visit http://www.700credit.com.  Source: 700Credit Press Release 
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CREDIT BUREAU NEWS 
 

Equifax Appoints Sid Singh President US Information Solutions (USIS) 

Equifax Inc. (NYSE: EFX) has named Sid Singh president of United States Information 

Solutions (USIS), replacing Paulino do Rego Barros Jr. 

An established and recognized authority in financial technology, Singh joins Equifax from 

Global Payments Inc., where he served as group president of Integrated Solutions & Vertical 

Markets. In his new role with Equifax, based at the company's Atlanta headquarters and 

reporting directly to the CEO, Singh will be responsible for leading the company's largest 

business unit. USIS leverages unique data assets, technology, analytics, and expertise to 

create unparalleled insights to help businesses and consumers make more informed financial decisions. 

Barros will spend the next several months working with Singh in his transition to Equifax and the USIS business. 

Moving forward, Barros will provide leadership support for strategy, business development, and global partnerships 

for the broader enterprise. 

Joining Global Payments in 2006, Singh was instrumental in developing the technology and software-led business 

strategies that helped transform the company into a highly differentiated industry leader, and also led the acquisition 

and integration of multiple businesses. He held successive executive leadership roles at Global Payments including 

senior vice president of Global Product, as well as vice president and regional head of Asia Pacific. Most recently, he 

was responsible for leading all aspects of the company's international software business, including sales, marketing, 

product, research and development, and operations. During his tenure, Singh achieved impressive results by 

opening new vertical markets, delivering advanced analytics platforms, and developing new solutions for enterprise 

customers in multiple industry verticals.  Source: Equifax Inc. 

TransUnion Hired Abhi Dhar as Executive Vice President  

TransUnion (NYSE: TRU) has hired Abhi Dhar as Executive Vice President and Chief 

Information and Technology Officer, effective January 14. 

Dhar is an accomplished executive with more than 20 years of experience in a wide array of 

technology roles. His expertise includes product development, digital product management 

and information security in complex and regulated technology environments. He will be 

responsible for the strategic direction and performance of TransUnion’s Global Technology 

organization, reporting to TransUnion President and Chief Executive Officer Jim Peck and 

serving on TransUnion’s Executive Committee. 

Dhar joins TransUnion from Packyge, Inc., a last-mile delivery startup he co-founded in 2017, focused on enabling 

last step in-store digital experiences.  Prior to Packyge, he held several technology roles at Walgreen Boots Alliance 

(WBA) from 2009-2017, most recently as Senior Vice President, Group Chief Digital Officer for WBA and Chief 

Information Officer for Walgreens/Retail Pharmacy USA. Prior to Walgreens, he served as Senior Vice President and 

CIO at TravelCLICK, Inc.; Vice President, Software CTO for Cendent Corporation/Travelport; Principal Consultant 

with PricewaterhouseCoopers; and several engineering roles with AT&T. Dhar holds a Master of Science in 

Engineering from the New Jersey Institute of Technology and a Bachelor of Engineering from the National Institute of 

Engineering at Mysore University in India.  Source: TransUnion Press Release  
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CREDIT BUREAU NEWS 
 

Equifax Introduces Soft Credit Inquiry Checks for Tenant Screening 

Suite of multi-family credit solutions help property managers give a resounding "no" to consumers asking the 

question, "Will this impact my credit score?" 

As of June 2018, 36 percent of all occupied homes across the country were rented, an increase from 31 percent in 

2006, according to Zillow. To keep consumers from having negative impacts to their credit scores in the highly-

competitive rental market, Equifax has enhanced its suite of multi-family credit solutions to include credit checks 

with soft inquiries for tenant screenings. 

Soft credit inquiries do not impact a consumer's credit score like hard inquiries. Instead, they are credit checks that 

are typically only visible to the consumer, and are not used to calculate credit scores. 

"In high-density markets, renters often apply to multiple properties before securing a lease," said Tyler Sawyer, Vice 

President of Rental and Real Estate, Equifax. "Offering soft pull credit inquiries will help renters find the best lease 

and terms without worrying about negative impacts to their credit score. This becomes especially invaluable to 

Millennials who may already have thin credit files." 

Equifax will provide credit reports with soft inquiries for the multi-family industry. The credit report continues to give 

property managers the same valuable consumer information they need to assess renters and mitigate risks without 

affecting an applicant's credit score. 

"We are excited about the numerous innovations Equifax has introduced that allow us to better serve our multifamily 

clients, and perhaps more importantly, consumers," said Amy Maley, President, Better NOI. "The ability to provide 

quality resident screening without a negative impact to the applicant creates a win-win-win!" 

Additionally, other multi-family solutions offered by Equifax include income and employment verification, mobile 

identity and fraud solutions. For more information, please visit the Equifax Multi-Family Solutions web page. 

Source: Equifax Press Release  

Creditreform Boniversum: More Than a Credit Check - Solutions for "Future of Commerce" 

Quickly make decisions based on up-to-date, valid credit information - this is an important factor in the success of 

traders in digital commerce.  Creditreform Boniversum GmbH provides consumer information and integrated risk 

management solutions to the entire lending industry, such as online retailers. The portfolio, which includes the 

proven data management solution "CUBE", was expanded to include an entry-level solution in time for "Internet 

World Expo 2019". With immediate effect, SMEs can carry out risk examinations easily, cost-effectively and 

automatically, as well as manage and optimize related processes.  With the established SaaS platform "CUBE", 

Boniversum combines the advantages of an independent multi-agency interface and a scalable risk management 

software.    Source: Creditreform Boniversum Press Release  
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